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Figure 2: Evolution of the LHCb trigger system. Real-time calibration and alignment was first
performed between the HLT stages in Run 2. The FPGA-based hardware stage will be removed
in Run 3. Our proposal focuses on adding GPUs to the EB servers and running the entire HLT1
sequence on GPUs. This reduces the bandwidth that needs to be transmitted from the EB nodes
to the CPU farm from 5 TB/s to 0.2TB/s. The cost savings on networking is expected to be more
than the total cost of the GPUs needed to run HLT1 on the EB servers. Furthermore, the entire
(fixed-size) CPU farm would be available for running HLT2.

(the Event Filter Farm or EFF) for processing by a software application called the high-level trigger
(HLT), which is divided into two stages. HLT1 partially reconstructs events and selects a subset for
further processing by HLT2, which performs a more complete reconstruction then executes many
selection algorithms to further reduce the rate at which data are ingested for permanent storage.

In Run 1, the combination of limited CPU in the EFF (20k logical cores), lack of experience
with the data (a new detector), and suboptimal algorithms limited HLT1 to reconstructing only
a low-fidelity subset of the interesting objects in each event. Similarly, HLT2 was not able to
reconstruct all objects, and the lack of data calibrations available in real time meant that o✏ine
reconstruction was necessary to produce the high quality data required for physics analysis. Despite
these limitations, Williams pioneered the use of ML already in 2011 in the primary HLT2-selection
algorithm, known as the Topological Trigger (TOPO). About 60% of all LHCb publications to-
date were produced using data recorded by the ML-based TOPO. By the end of Run 1, innovations
like the TOPO made it possible for LHCb to process proton-proton collisions at twice its design
maximum rate, while recording signal samples at more than twice the anticipated rates and with
higher than expected purities.

For Run 2, Williams and collaborators from the Yandex corporation reoptimized the TOPO [10].
Furthermore, they replaced the primary HLT1 algorithms with ML-based versions. In Run 2, 75%
of the data persisted by HLT1 were selected by these ML-based algorithms. Other major changes
were also made to the trigger in Run 2. Increasing the number of (logical) EFF cores to 50k and
deploying faster reconstruction algorithms allowed both HLT1 and HLT2 to execute the o✏ine
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Milestones: years 1 & 2

Algorithm development:
Introduce the ability to configure
parameters of GPU algorithms at run
time X
Develop functionality to perform
asynchronous monitoring X

Scale-up Testing:
Implement realistic frequency of run
and alignment changes
Work ongoing to test run and alignment changes

Monitor throughput, decision fraction,
hardware performance etc. during
extended running time X

Integration Testing:
Run on two severs similar to LHCb
event builder nodes X
Test monitoring by mimicking failuresX
Implementing run and alignment
changes
Functionality developed to interface Allen with the
LHCb event control system and further developments
ongoing to track run numbers etc internally.

Deployment:
Merged and deployed in the official
(publicly available) Allen software stackX
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Milestones: year 3+

Year 3
Working on defining milestones now in consultation with the Allen team
Likely to focus on monitoring and data quality

Longer term
Allen gives us access to all experimental info from every single event at
LHCb

Access to low- and high-level objects in single stage

Implementing automatic (experimental) anomaly detection in Allen would
be an interesting – and fun! – (grand?) challenge

Expected outcomes
Develop and deploy algorithms to configure and monitor fully GPU-based
HLT application – and have it all running at LHCb
Possibly deploy automatic anomaly detection
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